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F IND A REAL
UNITY OF
PLACE

KAVIAR TECH
ANNOUNCES NEW
AUGMENTED REAL ITY
TOOL :  SNEWPAR

nov 2021

With millions of people working remotely
because of the global pandemic, the AR
tech company allows brands to make view
live new products in augmented reality
like a meeting room with a smartphone.

SnewpAR is a web remote solution and
mobile app for instantly presenting
products in augmented reality.

with this tool, you can show your own 
 products to worlwide. You can made an
AR presentation without need to be near
your team.

SnewpAR save time and ressources, and
lets you connect with your customers or
collaborators in a whole new way.
Increase your sales by presenting
products in AR  without being in same
place.

Create an immersive experience and 
 showcase your products to anyone,
anywhere.
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You can create a product launch or product
demonstration, or yet your poc-concept,
without having it physically and do  it
anywhere, as long as you have an internet
connection.

Our app display your product in front of
people who can see it with their smartphone
or tablet from home also they can comment
and give their feeback about the product show.

"SnewpAR is a simple and engaging way to
show off your innovations. 

Create virtual demonstrations in few seconds,
get feedback from your team or your
customers, and make a right impression."

KaviAR Tech create many  augmented reality
solutions, a real AR usecase factory. KaviAR
Tech focuses on the real needs of users and
develops DIY solutions that meet the
expectations of the greatest number. During
the first containment, KaviAR Tech launch
KaviAR Gate, an augmented reality portal travel
free app, but also Kaviar Holo : to transform
simple message  in web AR hologram...
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Are you ready for the
tomorrow's web ? Yes we AR'
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